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ABSTRACT
This paper integrates the concepts of critical thinking and change-making by introducing the problem-solving Kepner-Tregoe (KT) Method in the Company Democracy
Model. The concept of situationality, as presented in the Company Democracy Model
(CDM), is further supported in this paper with the KT problem-solving methods to
identify the core nature of a specific situational concern that supports people’s critical thinking. The paper defines and analyses the KT methods’ situational concerns,
categorized into five areas: understanding a situation, deviation cause, alternatives
selection, risk reduction, and chance enhancement. Identifying the core nature of a
specific situational concern helps to find a thinking approach that leads to an idea that
is transformed into an innovative process, product, or service. The paper uses the
Aristotelian golden mean to effectively balance this employee performance and identity imbalances that feed the development of corrective actions and impact behavioral
change.
Keywords: Company democracy, Problem solving, Human behaviour, Performance, Innovation,
Management, Situationality, Critical thinking, Change management

INTRODUCTION

Critical Thinking is approached as the applied thinking process to gather,
organize, analyze, confirm, and communicate data & information to solve
concerns and issues in a practical, unbiased and self-reflected mode that first
seeks to understand and then act. Therefore, it is the prerequisite for effective
and efficient actions. This necessary processing of data and information can
be more targeted and efficient if achieved through a democratic organizational culture that equips each member in an organization with the same
logic/thinking to reveal their intellectual capital more efficiently and effectively by focusing first on how to think, not what to think. Effective and
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efficient thinking requires a holistic understanding of the concern and the
situation that creates a need to act.
CRITICAL THINKING IN THE KEPNER-TREGOE PROBLEM-SOLVING
METHOD

Critical Thinking is approached as the applied thinking process to gather,
organize, analyze, confirm, and communicate data & information to solve
concerns and issues in a practical, unbiased, and self-reflected mode that
first seeks to understand and then act. Therefore, it is the prerequisite for
effective and efficient actions. This necessary processing of data and information can be more targeted and efficient if achieved through a democratic
organizational culture that supports each member in an organization to use
the same set of thinking processes to reveal their intellectual capital. This is
achieved by learning and embedding the different thinking processes, which
enable one to focus first on how to think, not what to think. Effective and
efficient thinking requires a conscious effort and a holistic understanding of
the concern and the situation that creates a need to act.
According to Richards (2005), a fundamental finding of cognitive psychology is that people have no conscious experience of most of what happens in
the human mind. Many functions associated with perception, memory, and
information processing are conducted before and independently of any conscious direction. What appears spontaneously in consciousness is the result of
thinking, not the process of thinking. This links well with Kahneman (2011),
who states that people generally rely on their intuition when making decisions
and solving problems. In so doing, people rely on information, experiences,
and conclusions they have realised to be somewhat true in the past. Intuition,
as defined by Sinclair & Ashkanasy (2005) as a “non-sequential informationprocessing mode comprised of cognitive and affective elements, resulting in
direct knowing without any use of conscious reasoning” and used by Kahneman (2001) under the term “System 1” thinking works very quickly and
well for simple tasks or situations. Encountering, however, a new, or different
and rather complex task, using intuition delivers poorer results, as has been
documented extensively in the Heuristics and Biases (HB) literature (Evans,
1989, 2007), (Gilovich, et al., 2002); (Kahneman & Tversky, 1973, 1996,
2000); (Over, 2004); (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, 1983). In using their
intuition, people unconsciously use their knowledge and experience of the
past, failing to the degree that the demands of the new task do not correspond
to and cannot be immediately satisfied by their established knowledge and
experience. More than that, several cognitive biases and external influences,
popularly referred to as “noise” (Kahneman, Sibony & Sunstein, 2021), negatively impact people’s thinking and reasoning abilities. Rather than exploring
and explaining these biases and influences more in-depth, we aim to explain
the Kepner-Tregoe (KT) thinking processes and how they can help improve
critical thinking by offering methods and ways to tackle and keep these biases
and influences at bay.
Critical thinking is defined by Halpern (2008) as the use of those cognitive
skills or strategies that increase the probability of desirable outcomes. When
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measuring critical thinking, nearly all measures used aim to assess the ability
to reason without being too biased by prior opinions or beliefs that one holds
(Ennis, et al., 1992),
(Norris and Ennis, 1989), (Watson and Glaser, 1980).
With their strong focus on gathering and processing factual information,
the KT processes help to minimize the influence of prior opinions and beliefs.
They do so by offering guidelines on collecting, organizing, analyzing, confirming, and communicating information, and can be used by both individuals
and teams.
Critical thinking capabilities become relevant to the success of a business when the complexity exceeds the team’s thinking capabilities based on
intuition and experience (See Figure 1).
Therefore, to master the complexity of a challenge ahead and reduce the
risk of getting lost in ineffective activities, switching the thinking modus from
intuition and experienced-based thinking to structured critical thinking is
vital.
THE KEPNER-TREGOE EFFECTIVE THINKING FRAMEWORK

The mother of all management questions is “how to be effective?”.
Effective actions come from effective thinking. Unfortunately, effective thinking needs thinking processes because our thinking is biased.
Effectiveness means to do the right things in the correct order at any given
point in time. To do the right thing, one needs to understand the core nature
of the need to act in a particular situation. In their research work in the 1950s,
Dr. Charles Kepner and Dr. Benjamin Tregoe identified four fundamentally
different needs to act:

Figure 1: Critical thinking in complexity management.
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(1) Understand: what is going on?, (2) Find a cause to a deviation: why did
this happen?, (3) Make a decision: Which course of action should we take?
(4) Mitigate risks/enhance chances: What lies ahead?
Different needs to act require different approaches to solve them effectively.
The Kepner-Tregoe method builds a holistic framework for this (See
Figure 2). For a start, asking the right questions in the correct order stimulates
the collection of information needed to understand and subsequently solve
a given situation/task. Subsequently, a solution is achieved by organizing the
collected data & information in a certain way so as to enable conscious and
deliberate analysis, which then delivers the resolution of the situation or task.
A foundation for effective teamwork in organizations can be laid by teaching people to use and visualize the four basic thinking processes consciously.
These four basic thinking processes are reflected in their essence in the four
questions people should ask themselves in every situation, irrespective of their
job or role within the organization.
Situation Appraisal: What’s going on? Establishes clarification. It asks for
sorting out and breaking down a key to the map of current events, a means
of achieving and maintaining control. It reflects the pattern of thinking that
enables us to impose order where there is chaos, uncertainty, or confusion. It
allows us to establish priorities and decide when and how to take meaningful
actions to produce high quality results.
Problem Analysis: Why did this happen? Addresses the need for efficient
cause-and-effect thinking, the second basic thinking pattern. It is the pattern
that enables us to move from observing the effect of a problem to understanding its cause so that we can take appropriate actions to correct the problem
or lessen its effects.
Decision Analysis: Which course of action should we take? A choice must
be made. This third basic thinking pattern enables us to decide on the path
of action most likely to accomplish a particular outcome.
Potential Problem/Opportunity Analysis: What lies ahead and how should
we prepare? Looks into the future. This fourth basic pattern of thinking enables us to anticipate the problems & chances that might happen and makes

Figure 2: Kepner and Tregoe’s Method thinking foundations.
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us think about the actions that might be necessary next month, next year, or
in five years.
SITUATIONALITY IN THE COMPANY DEMOCRACY MODEL

The Kepner-Tregoe method builds a holistic framework that enables people to understand their situation so as to think and act accordingly. In a
sense, the method corresponds to the term of situationality introduced in the
Company Democracy Model to create knowledge-based and shared value
organizational cultures (Markopoulos and Vanharanta, 2015).
The Company Democracy Model provides a co-evolutionary development
approach by creating an organizational democratic culture based on the organizational knowledge, capability, and maturity to democratically deliver an
organizational strategy (Markopoulos and Vanharanta, 2014a). The models
are composed of six levels and supported with pre and post implementation conditions that shape human perception, interpretation, understanding,
and communication of the Company Democracy concept (Markopoulos and
Vanharanta, 2014b).
Situationality, corporeality, and consciousness form the Holistic Concept
of a Man (Vanharanta, 1997). This metaphor is part of the Company Democracy Model, helping people understand their company in a democratic
context, meaning the degree of democracy in their company and how this
democracy impacts their performance (See figure 3). Extending this view
from the individual perspective to the collective, a new dimension is projected of how people can have different concepts of their situation and how
they handle these concepts so that they can explain their situation and also
understand how these concepts build new meanings in their brains now and
in the future.

Figure 3: Human mind pondering corporate democratic behavior.
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Identifying situationality helps find a thinking approach that leads to an
idea that is transformed into an innovative process, product, or service. This
can be considered a fundamental approach for effective and efficient actions
within democratic organizational cultures. Furthermore, knowledge management is based on the capability to assess a situation in which people interact,
understand the system’s mechanisms that form individual or groups behavior, and develop activities to manage these mechanisms for human behavior
change and knowledge delivery.
Knowledge-based shared mental models help individuals, but primarily
teams, predict and plan reactions/behavior in any given situation, share
ideas, and take responsibility for solving a challenge (Markopoulos and
Vanharanta, 2018).
Therefore understanding situationality can be a critical individual or team
thinking skill. Understanding the current situation in a corporate context
enables people to communicate effectively and efficiently with each other,
helping them share a similar language and share mental models or ways of
how to process and deal with information in a specific situation.

THE CREATIVITY AND SITUATIONALITY MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE IN THE CDM lEVEL 1

The six levels of the Company Democracy Model continuously generate
organizational knowledge within a democratic organizational culture (See
Figure 4). In brief, the first level encourages the employees of an organization
to share any type of knowledge with the company. The knowledge that seems
to be aligned with the interests and strategy of the organizations is moved to

Figure 4: The company democracy model.
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the second level, where teams are created to verify its value with the development of prototype projects. Verified, valuable, and useful knowledge moves
to the third level and is transformed into a product or service. Successful products and services are supported with further investments at level four for
the organizations to utilize their innovative characteristics. Levels five builds
on the product/service competitiveness with aggressive marketing strategies,
and level six moves the innovation internationally with strategic alliances and
partnerships.
The model seems to follow a practical process flow; however, the significant challenge is on the first level. The degree of employee engagement is
critical as this is what generated the knowledge utilized in the following levels.
The Holistic concept of a Man metaphor used in the Company Democracy
Models has siuationality as the outer circle and the main mental-physical
requirement the company must fulfill. Employees need to understand the
situations they and their company are into to start thinking, delivering, and
sharing knowledge that can benefit all involved. The Company Democracy
Model is a Delphic, Y-theory model based on the employee’s self-awareness
to understand their situation and the opportunities offered (Markopoulos
and Vanharanta 2016).
Therefore, the first level of the Company Democracy Model, which is
understanding human behavior, is based on the effectiveness of critical thinking capabilities in a systematic human performance model. The elements
of the performance environment influence the performance of any person.
These elements operate as a system, affecting performance as it happens.
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM (EPES)

Five performance system core elements are introduced to address the CDM
Level 1 challenge and similar employee engagement and knowledge performance challenges. The elements deal with the environment infrastructures
(processes, workflows, expectation, and priority setting), the performer’s
capabilities and willingness, the demonstrated or desired response/behavior,
the consequences that follow the behavior, and the performance feedback
given to the performer.
Successful change initiatives that improve the engagement and performance of the employees are built on a behavior change approach that is
hardwired to the situationality framework. Situationality in this context identifies the drivers for change and the vision. It defines the current situation
and maps the gaps to bridge for a successful transition. The method used
here is the “Kepner-Tregoe Performance System”, also called “The Employee
Performance and Engagement System” (EPES).
The Kepner-Tregoe Performance System was identified using scientific
research into behavior. It follows a sociotechnical view of performance. The
Performance System has been validated through research and application
since its conception in the 1950s. It is a practical tool to help explain and predict people’s performance. Therefore, it can be used for post-mortem as well
as system design events, preparing a company to move towards the Company
Democracy Model.
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The components or elements of the performance environment influence
the performance of any person. These components operate as a system,
affecting performance as it happens, and they must be “in balance” for effective implementation. Changes in one element of the Performance System
necessitate changes elsewhere in the system for the balance to be maintained.
Performance can and should be managed by adjusting the Performance
System components to create a supportive approach.
The Performers generally respond rationally and predictably to the performance environment. However, behavior is also influenced by other factors,
e.g. free will, and is consequently not predetermined by the Performance
System. The model is, therefore, probabilistic rather than deterministic. The
Performance System exists and influences performance regardless of whether it is recognized and managed. The performance will be affected by both
formal and informal aspects of each Performance System component.
The Employee Performance and Engagement System (EPES) components
are as follows: Situation, Performer, Response, Consequences, and Feedback
(See Figure 5).
S (Situation): the immediate setting in which the performer works, including (a) the performance expectations that need to be stated in a way to
describe the future behavior of a performer, (b) the signals to perform the
work, (c) the work environment.
P (Performer): the person or group expected to perform.
What knowledge and skills does the performer need to perform?
R (Response): the specific, observable behavior(s) or action(s) of the performer. On the route to becoming a CDM company, teams need to be
engaged, committed, and willing to learn and share knowledge. The key is to
break these general expectations down to observable behaviors. For example,
what would a video show? What are the behaviors of an employee “being
engaged”? This will develop the right level of detail for expectation setting
and effective coaching. This is the main factor for successful change.
C (Consequences): the events that follow the response and increase or
decrease the probability of the behavior occurring again, given the same situation.
Fb (Feedback): the performance-based information the performer receives about progress toward a goal guides the performer in maintaining or
modifying behavior.

Figure 5: Kepner-Tregoe: Employee performance and engagement system (EPES)
components.
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EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE AND ENGAGEMENT SYSTEM METRICS

The proposed employee performance and engagement system can measure
its effectiveness with several metrics based on various parameters. Such as
the employee’s expected behavior in a democratic corporate culture and the
degree of influence the company has on the employees based on the type of
change management model followed.
The company can also use a pinpointing approach by describing first what
it wants to achieve and then what behaviors are required to create these
outcomes. Table 1 presents an indicative set of metrics based on the EPES
components.

Table 1. Employee performance and engagement system (EPES) indicative metrics –
Kepner-Tregoe performance system.

Metric
Situation

Performer &
Response

Consequences

Feedback

Have performance expectations, including measures, been
established for the desired response?
Have performance expectations been clarified with the performer?
Does the performer agree that these expectations are attainable?
Can the performer easily recognize the signal to perform?
Is the input the performer receives appropriate, correct, and timely?
Are job procedures and workflow effective?
Have multiple or competing priorities been clarified?
Are adequate resources: time, people, money, information, tools, or
support equipment?
Do the physical surroundings support effective performance?
Have performance expectations, including measures, been
established for the desired response?
Does the performer have the necessary knowledge and skill to
perform?
Does the performer know why the performance is expected?
Is the performer well suited for the job?
Are the Consequences immediate enough to encourage the desired
response?
Are appropriate Consequences provided consistently?
Are the Consequences significant to the performer?
On balance, do the Consequences encourage the desired
performance?
Are the Consequences immediate enough to encourage the desired
response?
Are appropriate Consequences provided consistently?
Are the Consequences significant to the performer?
On balance, do the Consequences encourage the desired
performance?
Are the Consequences immediate enough to encourage the desired
response?
Are appropriate Consequences provided consistently?
Are the Consequences significant to the performer?
On balance, do the Consequences encourage the desired
performance?
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LIMITATIONS AND AREAS OF FURTHER RESEARCH

The three methods presented in this paper (CDM, KT Problem Solving &
Decision Making, and EPES) and their integrations can be applied effectively as they have been used individually in the past with successful results in
all regions and cultures (Vahnaranta et al., 2018), (Einolander et al., 2018),
but to do that must be supported and adopted by the leadership of the
organizations. For example, the CDM is a leadership model, but the EPES
needs to develop more leadership pre and post-condition to secure leadership
engagement besides the employees engaged.
Another limitation is the time needed for the EPES to be adopted. The
behavior and mindset change required takes time, and this is where the
participation of the leadership is critical.
This work was the first attempt to integrate the KT problem-solving methods with the Company Democracy model through the EPES. Democracy can
turn into anarchy if not used properly. Therefore, it can create more problems
than the ones intended to solve. Further research can be delivered on developing a specific roadmap for applying the CDM-KT-EPES model that can
help organizations adopt it easier. Furthermore, the metrics of the EPES can
be linked with the CDM levels besides the EPES components. Lastly, applying the model in a pilot organization will reveal strengths and weaknesses
for further development and optimization.
CONCLUSION

Self-awareness, or ‘gnothi safton’, is a key Delphic maxim that can extend
critical thinking, reasoning and learning from personal to organizational
level. Organizational development is based on the continuous knowledge utilization and risk minimization. Both factors have the situation as common
denominator. Situationality impacts the specific knowledge created under a
specific instance, which impacts the risk of the actions taken based on this
knowledge. Employees are the actors on a situation stage. The degree of their
democratic engagement and motivation to understand their situationality,
and their organization’s as well, determines the creation or the solution of
organizational problems. This paper incorporated the Kepner-Tregoe problem solving method in the first level of the Company Democracy Model,
where employee engagement is crucial, by introducing an employee performance and engagement system. The results of this system will be reflected in
all the other levels of the model.
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